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Abstract—Formal veriﬁcation requires extensive analysis of
a given mathematical model with respect to some correctness
requirements using various tools and techniques. Manually constructing models of a given device in various formats requires
considerable time and efforts. Thus we automatically generate
the hybrid automaton models in SpaceEx format using HyST
(Hybrid Source Transformer) tool, which is a source-to-source
transformation and translation tool. We then automatically translate these SpaceEx models into Mathworks Simulink Stateﬂow
(SLSF) for analysis thus saving signiﬁcant amount of time and
efforts. We present various power electronics circuits benchmarks
to demonstrate the efﬁciency and effectiveness of HyST in modelbased design process. Safe and reliable operation of these circuits
in safety-critical applications necessitates a rigorous modeling
and veriﬁcation process. In this work, we use SpaceEx reachability analysis tool for formal veriﬁcation of such circuits. We have
used this computer-aided modeling technique to automatically
generate and translate the models and verify that the output of
a given model remains within a deﬁned stable region in steady
state.

Formal veriﬁcation involves constructing a mathematical
model M with precise semantics, extensive analysis with
respect to some correctness requirement P, and verifying that
M |= P [1]. Reachability analysis has been used for formal
veriﬁcation of pre-deﬁned correctness requirements for analog
mixed signal circuits [2]. In this work, we use SpaceEx [3],
a reachability analysis tool, for formal veriﬁcation of power
electronics circuits1 . Since one needs to build the model of
a given device in various formats so as to perform extenive
analysis using various tools for formal veriﬁcation. Manually
building the models in various formats requires signiﬁcant
time and efforts. Therefore, we have used a new tool HyST
(Hybrid Source Transformer) [4] to automatically generate the
hybrid automaton models in SpaceEx compatible format. We
also use HyST to automatically convert the hybrid automaton
models developed in SpaceEx to MathWorks Simulink/State-

ﬂow (SLSF) models 2 . It is a source-to-source transformation
and translation tool that takes input in the SpaceEx model
format, and translates it to various other formats such as
HyCreate, Flow*, dReach, C2E2, Passel 2.0, and HyComp.
HyST tool is being updated over the time to add support for
other analysis tools. The veriﬁcation and validation research
community is encouraged to use HyST as this computerautomated analysis saves signiﬁcant time and efforts in modelbased design process.
Power electronics form the energy middle-ware and used
in automobiles, industrial automation, aerospace, and defense.
Power electronics devices, such as DC-DC power converters
contain switching components which lead to discrete behaviors, and have passive components that exhibit continuous
dynamics within each discrete event. Such devices can be
modeled as hybrid automata to perform reachability analysis.
A signifcant rise in the safety recalls of cars manufactured by
automotive industry due to malfunction of power electronics
devices has been reported. As an exmaple, about 700,000
Toyota Prius cars were recalled in year 2014 due to an error
in interaction between a boost converter and its software
controller [5]. Later in year 2015, more than 100,000 Toyota
Prius cars were recalled due to an inverter malfunction [6].
Therefore, such mission-critical devices would require formal
veriﬁcation prior implementation.
In this paper, we demonstrate effectiveness of HyST tool in
automatic model-based design and formal veriﬁcation process
using four case studies of power electronics circuits. First two
being special types of DC-DC power converters called centertapped Buck and boost converters. In the last two case studies,
we use two improved models of the transformer-isolated
DC-DC power converters that were earlier presented in [7],
namely, ﬂyback converter (that acts as a Buck-boost converter)
and forward converter (that acts as a Buck converter). This
work is continuation of a series of benchmarks for power

1 The tool is available online from the SpaceEx website at: http://spaceex.
imag.fr/.

2 The executable models are available online from the HyST website at:
http://verivital.com/hyst/.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the HyST conversion process.

Fig. 2. Overview of automatic model generation in SpaceEx format.

electronics circuits [8]–[10] that are being developed to beneﬁt
from formal veriﬁcation prior to ﬁeld implementation and
deployment.

T = ls , le , g, r is a set of feasible discrete transitions
allowed among the discrete locations, where the corresponding elements of the tuple are the start location,
end location, relevant guard, and the subsequent reset,
respectively.
• Inv is a ﬁnite set of invariants for each discrete location.
• F is a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that
are deﬁned for each location l ∈ L over the continuous
variables x ∈ X.
We implement following steps (Fig. 2) to automatically generate the hybrid automaton model using MATLAB:
1. Instantiate the matrix/string to deﬁne various components
of the hybrid automaton model as per Deﬁnition 2.1.
2. Load parameter values and initialize the state variables.
3. Call the parser in HyST to represent these components
into SpaceEx data structures.
4. Print into the SpaceEx model format, i.e., ’.cfg’, and
’.xml’ ﬁles.
5. Translate and print the model into the SLSF format.
•

II. AUTOMATIC M ODEL G ENERATION U SING H Y ST
HyST is an automatic source-to-source model translation
and transformation tool that takes input in SpaceEx format
and generates models in SLSF, HyCreate, Flow*, dReach,
C2E2, Passel, and HyComp formats [4]. The support for other
reachability analysis tools will be added from time to time.
HyST can be beneﬁcial to the hybrid systems veriﬁcation
community in following ways:
1. The user may automatically generate a model ﬁle for
numerous other tools, carry out the analysis, and choose
the best suitable tool for the system under consideration.
2. The researcher involved in development of hybrid systems model checkers may quickly compare the performance of the newly developed tool with other tools.
HyST takes input in SpaceEx source format, parses it into an
intermediate representation (IR), and ﬁnally prints the output
source in a format speciﬁed by the user. This conversion
architecture is shown in Fig. 1. IR is implemented as Java data
structures to encode the hybrid automaton model components,
whereas, transformation passes may be regarded as the modelto-model conversions. More details regarding HyST can be
found in [4].
In this paper, we use HyST as a benchmark generator for
automatic generation of hybrid automata models in SpaceEx
format. Thus the user needs not to manually create the hybrid
automata models through SpaceEx model editor saving considerable time and effort. We use MATLAB’s API (application
program interface) for Java that enables MATLAB to interact
with Java programs synchronously or asynchronously. In this
automatic model generation process, we need to instantiate the
model components per Deﬁnition 2.1.
Deﬁnition 2.1: We deﬁne a hybrid automaton model by a
tuple M = L, X, Init, T , Inv, F , where:
• L = {l1 , l2 , ...., lN } is a ﬁnite set of discrete locations.
• X is a ﬁnite set of continuous state variables, such that
∀ x ∈ X ∃ val(x) ∈ , where val(x) is a vluation of x
resulted due to function mapping.
• Init ⊆ L0 × X0 is a set of initial conditions, such that
L0 ⊆ L and X0 ⊆ X.

III. H YBRID AUTOMATON M ODEL F ORMULATION
The power electronics devices can be modeled as hybrid
automata as these exhibit both the continuous and discrete
behaviors due to the inherent passive elements and switches,
respectivley [11]. In this section, we discuss the modeling of
such circuits for use in automatic SpaceEx model generation
process and translation to SLSF format. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of HyST tool in model-based design process
using four different types of power electronics circuits.
For the model formulation, we assume the transformer
losses to be negligible. The winding at the input is called
primary, whereas that towards the output is called secondary.
The dynamics of such circuits depends on the operation of the
MOSFET switch, i.e., being ON and OFF. We consider open
loop DC-DC power converters such that the MOSFET switch
is operated by a pulse generator of constant duty cycle D, over
the switching time period T . The state variables are deﬁned
by the voltage across the capacitor vC , and current through
the inductor iL .

R
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A. Center-Tapped Buck Converter Model
It is a special type of DC-DC Buck converter, wherein, the
inductor is center-tapped, i.e., a contact is made to a point
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of center-tapped Buck converter.

halfway along the winding of an inductor. The schematic of
the converter is shown in Fig. 3. Let n be the turns ratio of
primary to secondary windings, n1 be the number of turns
before the center-tap, and n2 after the center-tap. For a tapped
inductor, let vL be the overall voltage across the entire number
of turns, then
vL
n1 + n2
n1
n=
=
=1+
.
(1)
v2
n2
n2
The state of the MOSFET switch, i.e., being ON and OFF,
results into two modes. The third mode results, when the
MOSFET switch is OFF and iL ≤ 0.
1. Mode 1: During the switching cycle 0 < t ≤ DT ,
MOSFET switch is ON and diode is OFF. The input DC
voltage source Vin supplies the primary of the inductor.
In this mode, the entire inductor is charged and diodes
acts as an open switch to charge the capacitor and
supply the load resistance. The ODEs for iL and vC may
be formulated using conventional Kirchoff’ voltage law
(KVL) and Kirchoff’s current law (KCL). We use KVL
on the outer loop containing L, R, and C that results in

Fig. 4. Hybrid automaton model in SpaceEx format is automatically generated
using HyST for center-tapped Buck converter.
mode1
du:
il_dot = a12m1 * vc + b1m1 * Vin;
{il = 0;
vc_dot = a21m1 * il + a22m1 * vc;
vc = 0;
t_dot = 1;
t = 0;
gt_dot = 1;
gt = 0;
mode = 1;} mode_dot = 0;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
commontap_location =1;
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[t >= D * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
mode = 2;}

mode2
du:
il_dot = a12m2 * vc;
vc_dot = a21m2 * il + a22m1 * vc;
1 t_dot = 1;
gt_dot = 1;
mode_dot = 0;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
commontap_location =2;
2

diL
Vin
1
= − vC +
,
(2)
dt
L
L
whereas, applying KCL on the node joining L, R, and C
results
1
dvC
1
(3)
= iL −
vC .
dt
C
RC
The state space matrices, during the switching cycle 0 <
t ≤ DT , are thus given by
 


 
1
iL
0
− L1
L
,X =
, B1 =
, u = Vin .
A1 = 1
1
v
0
−
C
C
RC
(4)
2. Mode 2: In this mode, the MOSFET switch is OFF
during the switching cycle DT < t ≤ T , thus Vin
is disconnected from the primary of the transformer.
However, the current in the secondary (equivalent to niL
as derived from (1)) still ﬂows hence the diode is forward
biased (in ON state). We ﬁrst consider the secondary
winding loop, apply KVL and use (1) to form ODE
as
diL
n
(5)
= − vC .
dt
L
Applying KCL on the node joining L, R, and C, we
obtain following ODE.
1
dvC
n
= − iL −
vC .
dt
C
RC

[t >= (1 - D) * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
mode = 1;}

[t >= (1 - D) * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
mode = 1;}

mode3
du:
il_dot = 0;
vc_dot = a22m1 * vc;
t_dot = 1;
gt_dot = 1;
mode_dot = 0;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
commontap_location =3;

[il <= 0]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
mode = 3;}

Fig. 5. SLSF model is automatically generated using HyST for center-tapped
Buck converter.

The corresponding state space matrices, during the
switching cycle DT < t ≤ T , are thus given by


 
n
0
−L
0
, B2 =
A2 = n
.
(7)
1
0
−
C
RC
We skip the ODEs for the third mode being quite straightforward. Using HyST, we have automatically generated the
models of Buck converter based on above ODEs in SpaceEx
and SLSF formats as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively.
The component values used in the model are mentioned
in Fig. 3, and adopted from [12].
B. Center-Tapped Boost Converter Model
It is a special type of DC-DC boost converter with a
center-tapped inductor as shown in Fig. 6. As in the above

(6)
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[t >= (1 - D) * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
mode = 1;}








 





charging
du:
il_dot = b1c * Vin;
vc_dot
= a22c * vc;
{il = 0;
t_dot = 1;
vc = 0;
gt_dot
=
1;
t = 0;
mode_dot = 0;
gt = 0;
mode = 1;} il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
flyback_openloop_losses_location =1;




Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the center-tapped boost converter.

[t >= D * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
mode = 2;}

discharging
du:
il_dot = a12o * vc;
vc_dot = a21o * il + a22o * vc;
t_dot = 1;
gt_dot = 1;
mode_dot = 0;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
flyback_openloop_losses_location =2;

















Fig. 9. SLSF model is automatically generated using HyST for ﬂyback
converter.
 



 















 























Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of ﬂyback converter.
Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of forward converter.

case, the dynamics of the circuit depends on the operation
of the MOSFET switch resulting in two modes. We have
automatically generated the models of center-tapped boost
converter in SpaceEx and SLSF formats using HyST. Due
to space limitation, we skip the formulation of ODEs and
corresponding model ﬁgures. The component values used in
the model are mentioned in Fig. 6.

D. Improved Model of Forward Converter
We present an improved model of the forward converter that
was earlier presented in [7] to include the MOSFET switching
loss (modeled by a series resistance rsw ) and ESR (rL ) for
the inductor, as illustrated in Fig. 10. There are three state
variables, i.e., iLm , iL , and vC . The switching modes depend
on the state of the MOSFET switch as well as the fact that
whether iL ≤ 0 and iLm ≤ 0. This results in ﬁve different
modes as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 for SpaceEx and SLSF
models, respectively. Due to space limitation, we skip the ODE
formulation. The component values used in the model are
mentioned in Fig. 10.

C. Improved Model of Flyback Converter
For ﬂyback and forward transformer-isolated DC-DC power
converters, we model the transformer by Lm , a parallel
magnetizing inductance, at the input side. The magnetizing
current through Lm is denoted by iLm . In case of the ﬂyback
converter there are two state variables (i.e., iLm and vC ) and
two modes. A simple model was presented in [7] for this
type of transformer-isolated converter. This model may be
improved by adding an ESR (equivalent series resistor) for
the capacitor [13] as shown in Fig. 7. For space limitation, we
skip the detailed model formulation. We have automatically
generated SpaceEx and SLSF models of ﬂyback converter
as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. The component
values used in the model are mentioned in Fig. 7, and adopted
from [12].

E. Formal Requirements for Veriﬁcation of Power Electronics
Circuits
Formal veriﬁcation requires that a given model of a power
electronics device does not violate a predeﬁned stability
speciﬁcation. We use the Lyapunov stability to deﬁne this

Fig. 8. Hybrid automaton model in SpaceEx format is automatically generated
using HyST for ﬂyback converter.
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Fig. 11. Hybrid automaton model in SpaceEx format is automatically
generated using HyST for forward converter.
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{im = 0;
il = 0;
vc = 0;
t = 0;
gt = 0;
mode = 1;}

mode1
du:
im_dot = a11m1 * im + b1m1 * Vin;
il_dot = a21m1 * im + a22m1 * il + a23m1 * vc + b2m1 * Vin;
vc_dot = a32m1 * il + a33m1 * vc;
t_dot = 1;
gt_dot = 1;
mode_dot = 0;
im_out=im;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
forward_conv_losses_location =1;

[t >= (1 - D) * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
im = im;
mode = 1;}

mode4
du:
im_dot = 0;
il_dot = 0;
vc_dot = a33m1 * vc;
t_dot = 1;
gt_dot = 1;
mode_dot = 0;
im_out=im;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
forward_conv_losses_location =4;

[t >= (1 - D) * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
im = im;
mode = 1;}

[t >= (1 - D) * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
im = im;
mode = 1;}

[il <= 0]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
im = im;
mode = 4;}

1
mode3
du:
im_dot = 0;
il_dot = a22m1 * il + a23m1 * vc;
vc_dot = a32m1 * il + a33m1 * vc;
t_dot = 1;
gt_dot = 1;
mode_dot = 0;
im_out=im;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
forward_conv_losses_location =3;
2
[im <= 0]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
im = im;
mode = 4;}

[t >= D * T]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
im = im;
mode = 2;}

[im <= 0]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
im = im;
mode = 3;}

benchmark library is open to the continuous and hybrid
systems veriﬁcation community for testing and evaluation of
their methods and tools.

mode2
1 du:
im_dot = b1m2 * Vin;
il_dot = a22m1 * il + a23m1 * vc;
vc_dot = a32m1 * il + a33m1 * vc;
t_dot = 1;
gt_dot = 1;
mode_dot = 0;
im_out=im;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
forward_conv_losses_location =2;
2
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[il <= 0]
{t = 0;
gt = gt;
vc = vc;
il = il;
im = im;
mode = 5;}

mode5
du:
im_dot = b1m2 * Vin;
il_dot = 0;
vc_dot = a33m1 * vc;
t_dot = 1;
gt_dot = 1;
mode_dot = 0;
im_out=im;
il_out=il;
vc_out=vc;
t_out=t;
gt_out=gt;
mode_out=mode;
forward_conv_losses_location =5;

Fig. 12. SLSF model is automatically generated using HyST for forward
converter.

speciﬁcation, i.e., ẋ = f (x(t)) is stable if ∀  > 0 ∃ δ > 0
such that if x(0) ≤ δ ⇒ x(t) ≤  ∀ t ≥ 0. Therefore,
we may deﬁne a bounded region and verify that the output
of the power electronics device eventually reaches and always
remains in this stable region. This is hypothetically equivalent
to requiring that both the state variables of interest, i.e., iL and
vC attain a stable limit cycle in ﬁnite time. Accordingly, we
deﬁne the stability speciﬁcation for DC-DC power converters
in steady state, such that iL and vC should attain a stable limit
cycle within a ﬁnite settling time tS .
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IV. SLSF S IMULATIONS AND R EACHABILITY A NALYSIS
We have automatically generated SpaceEx models using
HyST tool and analyze these in SpaceEx environment. We
have also automatically translated the same SpaceEx models
into SLSF format using HyST. For the ﬂyback converter,
we require that vC and iLm should exhibit a stable limit
within settling time tS . For the center-tapped Buck, boost, and
forward converters, we require that vC and iL should exhibit
a stable limit within settling time tS .
For center-tapped Buck, center-tapped boost, ﬂyback, and
forward converters, the SpaceEx and SLSF results for the
capacitor voltage and inductor current are shown in Fig. 13,
Fig. 14, Fig. 15, and Fig. 16, respectively. SLSF simulation
traces are contained within the over-approximated sets of
reachable states computed using SpaceEx. We also conclude
that these results exhibit stable limit cycle, and that stable
voltage is attained within 1.5 ms, 5 ms, 3 ms, and 2 ms for
the respective power converters.
V. C ONCLUSION
HyST signiﬁcantly reduces the time and efforts in modelbased design process and formal veriﬁcation. Veriﬁcation and
validation research community may use HyST to automatically
transform the hybrid automaton models in SpaceEx format to
other formats and perform reachability analysis using aforesaid
model checking tools. The hybrid automaton models of power
electronics circuits that we provide in this paper form part
of a benchmark library. It is being developed to evaluate
various reachability analysis and veriﬁcation methods. This
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Fig. 13. Comparison of SpaceEx reach sets and SLSF trajectories for the center-tapped Buck converter showing the simulation trace containment within
overapproximated sets of reachable states: (a) Inductor current vs time (b) Capacitor voltage vs time (c) Phase-plane plot of capacitor voltage and inductor
current.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of SpaceEx reach sets and SLSF trajectories for the center-tapped boost converter showing the simulation trace containment within
overapproximated sets of reachable states: (a) Inductor current vs time (b) Capacitor voltage vs time (c) Phase-plane plot of capacitor voltage and inductor
current.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of SpaceEx reach sets and SLSF trajectories for the ﬂyback converter showing the simulation trace containment within overapproximated
sets of reachable states: (a) Inductor current vs time (b) Capacitor voltage vs time (c) Phase-plane plot of capacitor voltage and inductor current.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of SpaceEx overapproximations and SLSF trajectories for the forward converter, showing the simulation trace containment within
overapproximated sets of reachable states: (a) Inductor current vs time (b) Capacitor voltage vs time (c) Phase-plane plot of capacitor voltage and inductor
current.
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